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1 
My invention relates most particularly to the 

construction of roof decks and ceilings for build 
ings wherein the units are in the form of indi 
vidual slabs. In this type of construction there 
is becoming available a group of materials of 
high heat and sound insulation value and of very 
light weight. vermiculite in cast form is one of 
these. Fibre glass compressed and with a binder 
of a suitable resin or other suitable type, in the 
form of panels is another. 
The problem of engineering in connection with 

the use of such materials involves adequate re 
inforcement of the individual panels, and sup 
porting structure 
to compensate for the inherent weakness thereof. 
In this connection the problem is presented of 
tying the panels to the metallic Structural ma 
terial that supports them, and also retaining the 
panels in jointed relation to each other. Finally 
to satisfy the requirements of modern construc 
tion principles, the panel construction must re 
sist upward lift equal to the downward acting 
load for which they are designed. 

. My invention provides a solution for these vari 
ous problems. Several modi?cations are shown 
in the accompanying drawings and will be de 
scribed. One of the principles of my departure 
consists in setting up a series of preformed panels 
with the joints between them overlying metal 
sub-purlins, with a 
through an overlap of the metal reinforcement 
of the slabs and then welded to the sub-purlins. 
Normally the slabs will be arranged with lap 
joints or tongue and groove joints, although in 
certain aspects, butt joints may be employed for 
the slabs. 
While it is an advantage to use ties which are 

merely thrust between the mesh of reinforcing 
wire of adjacent panels which is arranged to over 
lap, my invention contemplates as a most per 
fect tying device, a metallic member having a 
jaw which draws together and engages from above 
the end wires of reinforcing mesh of two adjacent 
slabs, and is driven down through the lap, tongue 
and groove or butt joint between two slabs to a 
position for welding to a supporting sub-purlin. 
With this most desirable type of tie and with 
sub-purlins in both directions (normal to each 
other) it is within my invention to form a welded 
together and completely unitary deck formed of 
a series of preformed panels. More practical 
however, will be the procedure of providing lap 
or tongue and groove joints on all four sides of 
the panels and tacking the lengthwise jointsat 
the corners of the panels. 
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2 
In the drawings illustrating exemplary prac 

tices within my invention: 
Figure 1 is a perspective of a piece of welded 

wire mesh such as is used to reinforce the panels 
of my construction. 

Figure 2 is a cross section of a panel according 

to my invention. 
Figure 3 is a cross section enlarged over Fig. 2-‘ 

showing one mode of tying together two panels. 
Figure 4 is a section showing a modi?cation of 

the tying pin used in Fig. 3. 
Figure 5 is a section like Fig. 3, showing the 

use of a different tying clip, shown as being used 
with a lap jointed relation of two adjacent panels. 

Figure 6 is a perspective (enlarged over the 
other views) of the tying clip of Fig. 5. 

Figure '7 is a broken away perspective showing 
part of one type of a deck and supporting sub 
purlins, according to my invention. 

Figure 8 is a section showing the use of the 
tying clip of Figure 6 with a butt jointed rela 
tion of adjacent panels. 

Figure 9 is a perspective showing a portion of 
a panel which has interengaging joint forming 
means on all four sides, formed according to my 

invention. 
My invention has most particular relation to 

structural panels made of light weight, insulation 
material. For ?reproof construction this may be 
advantageously formed of gypsum, vermiculite, or 
of ?bre glass, compressed and held by a suitable 
binder. With the vermiculite or cementitious 
material, the panel will be cast as a unit with 
the reinforcement. When using the ?bre glass 
or other sheeted material normally a single panel 
will be formed of two or more sheets of the 
sheeted material, with an interposed metal re 
inforcement and the whole bound together by a 
layer of suitable binder material about which the 
partial thickness sheets are compressed, thus 
making a unit of the proper thickness with the 
reinforcement ?rmly imbedded therein. 
A typical reinforcement mesh formed of welded 

together wires is shown in Figure 1, with cross 
wise wires l and lengthwise wires 2. The panel 
shown in Figure 2 is arranged for a lap joint 
construction. To this end the panel 3 is pro 
vided with a step 4 at one side and an overhang 5 
at the opposite end. The mesh is arranged so 
that slightly past midway of the step and the 
overhang, the reinforcing mesh terminates in a 
crosswise wire I, the offset ends of the panel being 
about half thickness, these wires are exposed in 
the individual panel. The view of the wire in 
Figure 2 is somewhat exaggerated. > 
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In Figure 3 is shown a sub-purlin ‘6, and two 

adjacent panels arranged in lap joint relation. 
The crosswise wire I beneath the overhang 5 of 
one panel and the crosswise wire I on the step of 
the adjacent panel will lie somewhat spaced from 
each other and parallel. ‘The joint will be set up 
directly over the top ?ange of the sub-purlin, 
which may have the I beam or a rail type cross 
section, or may be a channel with top ?anges. 
In any event there should be a direct metallic. 
supporting face beneath the lap joint. 10 

As shown in Figure 3, in setting up a roof deck , ,_ ‘ 

employed. or a ceiling in a room, when the panels are ar 
ranged as indicated in said ?gure; suitable tie 
pins 1 will be driven down through the material 
in such a position as to be thrust ‘through be-Y' 
tween the spaced crosswise mesh wires 1. The 
pins will have heads 1a, which engage the upper 
surface of the panels and may be countersunk‘ I 
thereinto, as shown. When driven down into 
contact or just short of contact with the metal 
of the purlin or inserted inv preformed holes, the 
pins are welded to the purlins as indicated dia 
grammatically at 7b. , _ 

This is accomplished by a known technique of 
applying a momentary electric charge to the: head 
of the pin, the circuit being completed through 
the sub-purlin, by a remote connection. 01' the 
welding equipment may be applied by means. of 
two terminals, one to the sub-purlin near the 
weld point and one to the tie pin. Instead of 
using a solid tie pin a hollow one may be used’ as 
indicated at 10 (Fig. 4-), and welding wire thrust 
into it to form a weld and fill the cavity. 
In any event, however the weld may be: pro~ 

vided for, which may be arranged for in various’ 
known. ways, the result of welding the tie pins. in 
place will be to hold down the panels at the; joint 
and restrain spreading of the panels by interlocke 
ing. the reinforcing‘ mesh in each panel. 
Another way, and one which is preferred, isv to 

provide a special tying clip: such as is shown Fig. 6. This clip‘ 

may be ?at, or in the form of a- thirr piece of cor 
rugated metal, with a jaw- 16 therein. The apex 
of this jaw as at H may be formed if desired as 
a pocket I-2, larger across than the. walls of the 
jaw adjacent to its opening thereinto. 
Taking a lap» jointed set of panels, as show-n.- in 

Fig. 5', it will be preferable in this instance to 
arrange the. mesh so’ that the crosswise wires lie 
about along the center line of the step. and over- ‘ 
hang, at the opposite. sides thereof. 
Thus as- shown in- Fig. 5', the wires t are about. 

one on top of the other, at the lap joint surfaces 
When the panels are so arranged the clips are, 
driven down through the joint, thus forcing? the 
two wires. to enter the jaw and be- brought to; 
gether and preferably 

s.=ub,—p-urlin, _ 

apex of the jaw. Then the welding procedure 
will be followed and the tips of the clip welded 
to. the sub~purlin which underlies. the lap joint 
asatv 8a. 

The effect of this. will be to hold the panels 
down by virtue of holding down the crosswise 
wire of the reinforcing 
to hold the panels against lateral spreading ex 
cept to the extent that the mesh itself, may ex~ 
pand. or contract which will be negligible. . 

Instead of using this type of clip with a. lap. 
jointed construction, as shown in. Fig. 8, two 

mesh in the panels, and‘ ' 
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= ing welding, 

panels may be butt jointed and if the reinforcing 
mesh is arranged with crosswise wires at the 
abutting faces, the clips when driven down and 
welded will, as illustrated, engage the mesh of 
each panel, hold the panels down and hold them 
against separating from each other, as in the 
?rst example. 
Any joint between the panels, such as a dove 

tail, can be used as well, care being taken to ar 
range the panel and mesh. proportions so that 
reinforcing wires are present for engagement by 
or at least interlocking by means of the ties 

Thusin Fig. 9: the panel I4 is illustrated (which 
may be made of three sheets of material bound 
together) in which there will be projecting por 
tions. t5, and channel portions I6, forming tongue 
and groove joints. As in the lap joint the cross 
wise wires I, on two opposite ends, will be located 
on a ledge and an overhang respectively as indi 
cated. On the other pair of. edges or sides there 
will be a like arrangement but the lengthwise 
wires 2, will be the, exposed wires. for the tying 
operation. 
Any- arrangement will be satisfactory of part: 

lap, part tongue and groove» and part butt, joints, 
the object being’ in the drawings to illustrate the 
various familiar constructions within the prim-I 
ciple of which my invention can be applied. 
The metal of the ties of whatever type notedu 

will. be such as to facilitate the welding opera 
tion. They may be dipped in a. suitable. di:- 
electric such asv enamel if desired; to avoid chance: 
of a stray short circuiting through. the mesh dur 

although by my experience this will 
not constitute such a leakage as will. seriously 
impede a weldingv operation wherein the sub-.~ 
purlin-s are: simply grounded to a remote return 
circuit. 
Among the welding practices‘ will be to utilize; 

a welding device known as a Nelson machine, 
and to preform. the holes for the: ties either in 
construction of they panels, or- in situ with a 
proper shaped punch. The Nelson. machine will 
apply the; tie: pin or clip to the preformed‘ hole, 
withdraw it slightly to draw an arc, and apply’ 
av momentary welding current while advancing 
thetie toward the sub-purlin. ' 

or, in another practice (‘not devised by me) the 
es can be developed with ?ns or’ sharp points 

on the inner ends. which when the ties are driven‘ 
in, will: abut the sub-purlins and‘ act as spacers.‘ 
Then a trigger operated machine will apply a 
momentary welding current, melting the time and? 
pushing the ties home against thev sub-purlins. ‘ 
Where danger of burning or melting the panelvv 

material does: not; prevent, the ties- may be rela 
trvely' blunt ended and driven home. There» 
upon a. very heavy ‘current. momentarily applied 
will accomplishxthe required welding. ' 

I have shown, for illustration, 5, section of roof: 
decks in- typical: form. In Fig.. 7 the sub-purlins." 
are arranged to be spaced one.» half the lengthy 
of the: panels. 

the; down load. 
In, this case the panels are shown as of greater 

dimension one‘. way‘ than. the. other, although this. 
is not required. The panels. are: constructed“ to‘ 
form lap along. all sides, and the'c'orners 
ofeach panel are: tied; down by clips 8a which‘ 
engage the wires on the‘ ledges and; overhang" 
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5 
extending crosswise of the sub-purlins. This ties 
the entire structure together and will be advan 
tageous in many instances. Of course with a rec 
tangular arrangement of sub-purlins, the panel 
joints could be formed and tied similarly in both 
directions. 
There are various possible modi?cations with 

in the spirit of the structures and examples which 
I have shown, and the novelty inherent in all 
of them will be set forth in the appended claims, 
as well as novelty inherent in exemplary forms 
such as those illustrated. 
In the claims and the description above, I 

have referred to the reinforcing mesh as formed 
of wires, but this is for purposes of simplicity 
since the wires may be technically known as rods 
either extending in one direction of the mesh 
or both directions. 
Having thus described my invention, what I 

claim as new and desire to secure by Letters 
Patent is: 

1. A roof deck structural panel formed of a 
bonded heat and sound insulating material of 
low structural strength, having a welded wire re 
inf orcing mesh embedded therein, said panel hav 
ing joint-forming extensions of less thickness 
than said panel in opposed edges thereof, said 
mesh being substantially coextensive with said 
panel and extensions and lying in a plane of 
said extensions intermediate the surfaces of said 
panel, a wire of said mesh lying on said exten 
sions adjacent and parallel to the outer edges 
thereof, whereby, when a series of said panels 
are juxtaposed with their respective joint form 
ing extensions overlapping, the reinforcing mesh 
of each panel will overlap the reinforcing mesh 
of an adjacent panel, and the meshes of said 
series of panels will be substantially in a common 
plane intermediate the thickness of said series 
of panels. 

2. A structural deck comprising a supporting 
structure of sub-purlins in spaced relation, rows 
of panels resting upon said sub-purlins each of 
said panels being formed of a bonded heat and 
sound insulating material of low structural 
strength, having a welded wire reinforcing mesh 
embedded therein, said panels having joint-form 
ing extensions of less thickness than said panels 
in opposed edges thereof, said mesh for each 
panel being substantially coextensive with said 
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6 
panel and extensions, and lying in a plane of 
said extensions intermediate the surfaces of said 
panel, a wire of said mesh lying on said exten 
sions adjacent and parallel to the outer edges 
thereof, said panels being juxtaposed with their 
respective joint-forming extensions and meshes 
overlapping, the meshes of all said panels lying 
substantially in a common plane intermediate the 
thickness of said panels, and tie members passing 
through said overlapping extensions and meshes, 
locking said wires together, said tie members ex 
tending to, and being welded to, said sub-purlins. 

EDWARD CLYDE I-IOGE. 
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